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Mohammad Ali Jauhar University has been established as a university by an act in the
year 2006. The University campus is located at a distance of approximately 12.0 km.
from the railway station, Rampur. If you proceed from the city of Rampur; it falls on
the left side
de of the road leading to Tanda,
Tanda, conversely if you come from Moradabad via
Tanda,it falls on the right along the Kosi river, which forms its natural boundary. River
Kosi flows all along the University for Distance of two and a half miles.
The envisioned university comprises of a school of Life Science, Science, humanities,
law, education, Commerce, engineering and technology, Paramedical courses in nursing
and proposed medical college, Mass communication, agriculture and technology. The
university campus is very beautiful, lash green covering 300 acres of land, We know the
importance of planning, so we have hired the services of eminent architects .It is being
planned as a mini civilization closely embedded to nature. Attention has been given to
the development of sports in the university campus, in doors games facilities like
badminton, table tennis, and play grounds for football, hockey, cricket, lawn tennis,
volley ball, basketball,
tball, horse riding etc. have been proposed.
A mini stadium with athletic tracks, gymnasium, have also been designed to promise
sports along with studies, which will go a long way in over all personality development
of the students. Large open space between
between the blocks, wide roads with attractive
landscapes, modernistic buildings following the current trends and latest finishing
material have been planned to create a green, lively and vibrant campus. A large
mosque to cater to a capacity of 7500 persons shall
shall form the focal point of the
university.
We aim at providing multidisciplinary research and education at a level of excellence
that few universities can match with. The University shall offer outstanding research
and educational opportunities, along with
with a commitment to our public service mission
with an outreach to local and global communities - the kind of meaningful experiences
e
that last a lifetime.
Over all, this is a great dream for the development of the academic infrastructure,
which will open a world of opportunities for the people of Rampur and a great vision to
develop a university, which would be planned & equipped in such a manner, that its
infrastructure or the quality of education, will compete with the best in world in near
future.
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